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1) Learn How To Become A Pinterest Manager – go
from business start-up to understanding how to
attract clients, manage their Pinterest accounts,
and scale your business by hiring staff and
leveraging your best skills.

What we love: Kristy's SOP Library (Standard
Operating Procedures)! Having processes and
procedures written out is so important when starting
as a Pinterest Manager or PVA. The course includes
her workflows for practically everything it takes to
manage Pinterest accounts. These have been a gift
that keeps on giving.

2) Become a Pinterest VA Today – complete
business in a box type program that teaches how to
become a Pinterest VA. Includes tools, steps,
technology, resources and workbooks to become a
successful  PVA.

What we love: Kristin's program is super
comprehensive but one of the modules that really
stood out is the "services to offer and pricing" one. It
really helped us narrow down our Pinterest
management offerings to what we enjoy doing and
do well. Having a baseline for pricing saved loads of
research time too.

https://pinningpro--newstartconsulting.thrivecart.com/pinterest-manager-insight/
https://pinterestva.samcart.com/referral/sales-and-waitlist/lr7yBIpmvKJwvOzm


3) Pin Inspector App – This powerful keyword
research tool quickly identifies top trending keyword
searches, top converting content and best
performing ads directly on Pinterest.

What we love: We waited a long time for a proper
Pinterest keyword research tool. One (of many!)
things we love about this tool is how you can
generate hundreds of top popular keywords directly
from the Pinterest auto-suggest engine with just a
click. No more time consuming manual keyword
research. Amazing

4) 10 Canva Pin Templates – 10 custom, modifiable
Canva pin templates that help speed up designing
eye-catching pins. 

What we love: We’ve created 1000s of pins over the
years and have our own templates, but sometimes,
we need a little inspiration to recharge our creative
juices. These pin templates were just the elixir we
needed!

https://paykstrt.com/29582/102092
https://leveeroadstudio.podia.com/canva-pin-templates/sbijf


5) Quick Pins Template Bundle – 50 custom,
modifiable Canva pin templates and design hacks
that help with efficiency and speed when designing
fresh pins.

What we love: Amy at Levee Road Studio knows how
to use unique creatives for Pinterest pins that get
clicked. Her pin design training for making fresh pins
fast is included and really sets this bundle apart
from many others. 

6) Canva - create beautiful and professional pin
designs. Templates, photos, graphics, videos, folders
for organization, image resizer, brand kit (create one
for each client) and cloud storage.

What we love: This tool has been a game changer
for the creatives on our team. We use it for
designing pins and other social media images, but
we also use it for personal use. Jazz up a Facebook
photo or create a holiday ecard just because you
can and it’s FUN. 

https://leveeroadstudio.podia.com/quick-pins-template-bundle/sbijf
https://partner.canva.com/Ryd2ng


7) Pin Generator - create pins fast instead of
designing them one at a time. Schedule them using
the Smart Pin Scheduler. Great for servicing clients
who have Etsy and Shopify products.

What we love: We truly enjoy creating Pinterest pins
(it feeds our artist soul!), but sometimes, we need a
little help. All we have to do when using this tool is
add a URL and let Pin Generator do its thing. We can
then customize fonts, colors, and more so even our
creative side is satisfied.

8) Pin Description Prompts Swipe File – Learn to
write high quality, keyword-rich pin descriptions
quickly. Includes 38 different, easy to use prompts
that work for every niche.

What we love: Saving time by becoming as efficient
as possible is something we strive for. Pin
description writing is not only time consuming, it's
also challenging to write 100s even 1000s of unique
ones. This pin prompt swipe file saves us so much
time and provides lots of opportunities to weave in
important keywords that help boost your pin
rankings in search.

https://pingenerator.com/?pgref=pinningpro
https://pingenerator.com/?pgref=pinningpro
https://leveeroadstudio.podia.com/pin-description-prompts-swipe-file/sbijf


9) Tailwind Pin Design & Scheduling App – Helpful
app that automates the most time consuming parts
of Pinterest marketing. Design pins fast, have pin
descriptions written for you by the AI Ghostwriter,
schedule pins in advance from a month to a year
out. Email marketing is also available in Tailwind.

What we love: Tailwind just keeps adding more
value especially for Pinterest Managers and PVAs.
Currently we are testing out the AI pin description
writer and are blown away by the quality of the
results. It's a total game changer for those who write
100s of pin descriptions each week. 

Spoiler alert: Tailwind is rolling out a module called
“Copilot” that gives you a detailed, personalized
marketing plan so you always know what to do next
to grow. Like we said, Tailwind just keeps adding
more value. 

https://tailwind.sjv.io/zazNbm


10) Pinterest Scheduling Shortcuts – A
comprehensive course that teaches “The Pinning
Smarter” method, an effective new pinning
technique based on data (like HTML code &
algorithm changes). The course includes Organic
Interest Targeting techniques currently not taught
anywhere else online.
 
What we love: hands down, the tutorials on organic
Interest targeting and it's not even related to
shortcuts for scheduling(!) but is included in this
course. Interest targeting is often used for ads but
Amy figured out how to use it organically and it's a
game changer for Pinterest account management. 

11) Pinterest Strategy Group * for students of
Scheduling Shortcuts 

What we love: having a community of other
Pinterest managers and PVAs to bounce ideas off of,
ask questions about client accounts, learn and
share about useful tips and tools as a group is
invaluable when working virtually and
independently from home.

https://leveeroadstudio.podia.com/scheduling-shortcuts/sbijf
https://leveeroadstudio.podia.com/scheduling-shortcuts/sbijf


12) Pinterest Management Contract Templates –
Learn how to properly craft a contract for your
Pinterest management services that is easy to read
and will protect yourself and your clients.

What we love: The Pinterest management contract
template is 100% customizable for each client and
their unique needs. It includes very helpful
instructions and once we set up a client’s contract
it's easy to share with them as a Google doc.

Follow us:
 

pinningpro.com
 

pinterest.com/pinningpros

https://leveeroadstudio.podia.com/contract-template/sbijf
https://www.pinningpro.com/
https://www.pinterest.com/pinningpros/

